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Issue 2:  Library Lady meets Shakespeare 

by Lorna McKay and Meghan Donaldson

2016

Library Lady was created by Lorna McKay and 
Meghan Donaldson, library sta� in the Lending 
Department of Aberdeen Central Library.  Her 
�rst adventure, back in 2013, saw Library Lady 

ward o� the Lending Department’s resident 
ghost in true superhero style.  She is the 

embodiment of the hero inside all library 
sta� and she saves the day almost 

as frequently.  

This issue was created to commemorate 
William Shakespeare and to mark the 400th 

anniversary of his death.  We feel that our 
depiction of Bill is accurate and that he would 

be proud of Library Lady’s e�orts to renew 
enthusiasm for his works.  Apart from Bill, any 
resemblance to real persons, living or dead, 

is purely coincidental.

R.I.P. Bill

  LM & MD

   xx
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Oh!  Why it’s old Bill Shakespeare!  I 
wonder what he’s doing in the library.  
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Oh dear. It doesn’t look like that 
plan’s working out too well! 
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Errrr Perhaps not . . .  
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Yay!  And once again the day is saved! 
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Nice rhymes Bill!  
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Insert cheesy montage music here  
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Bye!
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